Twice the
versatility.

2x the
usability.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN TAILORED TO SUPPORT
YOUR ADVANCED SOLUTIONS
>T
 ouchPoint Medical-exclusive dual monitor bracket provides easy adjustment
and allows for landscape and portrait viewing options
>A
 ccommodates large monitors and technology needed for advanced
applications such as telemedicine, PACS imaging and vitals data capture
> F lexible integration options to accommodate your technology
>C
 ompact footprint and unmatched ergonomics
>T
 ouchPoint Medical-exclusive Microban antimicrobial protection

Grow. Transform. Improve.

Because the needs of your facility are likely to
change as you progress through the HIMSS EMR
adoption model, TouchPoint Medical AccessPoint
was designed to be field-upgradable for any
application. The flexibility to add medication storage
and a barcode scanner to support BCMA or dual
monitors for PACS allows you to maximize the return
on your mobile computing investment.

Dual monitor configurations are
equipped with easy-to-position,
one hand adjustment. Easily
collapse the dual monitors while
transporting the cart.

ERGONOMIC CONTROL
> Monitors collapse simultaneously with one hand
to easily fit through doors or tight spaces.
> Monitor configuration provides separate viewing
access for caregiver and patient.

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION

CORE CART SPECIFICATIONS
Work Surface Height
Adjustment Range

23" - 48" (584 X 1219 mm)

Footprint

16.75" x 17.5" (425 X 445 mm)

Construction

Powder-coated, cast aluminum with Microban®
antimicrobial protection. Anodized extruded
aluminum column. Polymer work surface and touch
points with Microban® antimicrobial protection.

Work surface

267 sq in (1723 sq cm)

Casters

Four swivel: two locking, two non-locking, low
rolling resistance on all surfaces

> Enables remote delivery of specialized care and
timely diagnostics
> Mounts a video or web camera above the
monitor, facing forward; camera travels with the
monitor through its entire range of motion

Shown with 24" monitors.

> Configured to accommodate all your advanced
application equipment; large lower storage
is perfect for storage of critical diagnostic
appliances

www.touchpointmed.com
1.800.947.3901
info@touchpointmed.com
MICROBAN is a registered trademark of Microban Products Company.

† MICROBAN® antimicrobial protection does not protect against disease causing microorganisms.
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